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Abstract—We present an attempt to engage social media networks, bringing the crowdsourcing model into mobile environments. We introduce LogicCrowd, a declarative programming paradigm for mobile crowdsourcing applications, developed as an extension of Prolog. LogicCrowd aims at filling the gap between traditional machine computation, which operates upon its database, and social media, which is capable of interacting with real people. In this paper, we illustrate the potential of our approach via programming idioms, a prototype implementation and scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the emergence of the crowdsourcing paradigm has dramatically brought change in the landscape of solving complex problems. Often, tasks such as translation, audio transcription, rating products, photo tagging, and so on, seem to be difficult to do by only a machine. However, integrating human intelligence with machine computation is expected to provide a great promise for increasing capabilities to complete complex tasks.

Crowdsourcing is simply known as the power of crowd. The term was originally coined in an article by Jeff Howe [1], and refers to the idea of outsourcing some kind of task to a larger group of people in the form of an open call. The success in the implementation of the idea has been evidenced in many business platforms, such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) 1, iStockPhoto 2, and Crowdflower 3. Such platforms support crowdsourced execution of Microtasks or Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs), in which people do simple jobs requiring little or no domain expertise via the Internet, and get paid on a per-job basis when it is completed. Nowadays, the use of mobile phones is widespread in both urban and rural areas. It is common that people spend a large amount of time commuting or waiting for various events. Most of them are engaged in a variety of pleasurable activities, like playing with their mobile phones. Hence, mixing the mobile platform and the crowdsourcing model is expected to potentially offer vast resources for computation.

In our work, we explore a crowdsourcing platform designed for mobile users. There are two main justifications for the exploration. First, crowdsourcing is still a relatively new research area in mobile computing and has not yet fully penetrated the mobile workforce. Second, mobile phones not only offer great functionalities including multi-sensing capabilities (e.g., geo-location, movement or audio and visual sensors) but also provide efficient ways to collect data and such capabilities can extend existing Web-based crowdsourcing applications.

The aim of this paper is to propose a declarative programming paradigm for leveraging the knowledge of people through crowdsourcing. LogicCrowd is proposed as an innovative approach that integrates logic programming into crowdsourcing middleware in order to provide a declarative programming platform for mobile apps that can use crowdsourcing. The use of logic programming is aimed at providing ease of programming and maintenance. This approach comprises an interpreted Prolog based declarative language (including facts and rules) and crowdsourcing middleware; both of which will be presented in this paper.

The rest of this paper starts with the introduction of motivating examples of LogicCrowd in Section II, and then, briefly sketches the syntax and semantics of LogicCrowd, focusing on an extension of the Prolog meta-interpreter in Section III. The architecture of our mobile crowdsourcing platform is explained in Section IV. The working of the platform is illustrated in Section V. Related work is given in Section VI. Section VII concludes with future work.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

LogicCrowd, a declarative crowdsourcing platform, is built on top of existing social networking infrastructure for bringing the crowdsourcing model into the mobile context. Here is a list of tasks/programs that we require that LogicCrowd should be able to support:

- Given datasets including sensing data or interesting items, provide a recommendation to the user based on those datasets using the crowd to determine decisions.

---

1 http://www.mturk.com
2 http://www.istockphoto.com
3 http://www.crowdflower.com
Given a list of products, rank them by “quality” by asking for experts or users who have used the products.

Ask the crowd’s opinion on issues; identify/express sentiments such as like or dislike, and other feedback.

Due to the fact that LogicCrowd is programmed based on Prolog, which is a popular logic programming language [2], there is opportunity for the applications to include reasoning, above and beyond the exemplified tasks. Other logic programming languages can be employed but we start with Prolog due to its relatively simple semantics and popularity. Since the mobile users/developers can fix/decide on facts and rules (users’ independence), the application becomes configurable and reprogrammable. In the present paper, we will provide some examples in the light of the three types of tasks mentioned previously, together with presenting a relevant prototype.

III. PROGRAMMING IN LOGICCROWD

Our working hypothesis is that, the programs, which are executed by both the machines and the crowd, can work well when people behave rationally. LogicCrowd’s three extensions to Prolog are as follows: (1) it allows some predicates which are open, i.e. to be answered by the crowd; rather than a closed set of facts; (2) new operators encoded by extending the basic Prolog meta-interpreter have been specifically designed to have a number of capabilities relating to working with the crowd via social network(s); and (3) it provides a choice between synchronous and asynchronous calls for crowd execution of queries, making computation more flexible when engaging the crowd.

A. LogicCrowd – Logic Crowdsourcing Programs

Queries to underlying crowds are abstracted as predicates, which we term crowd predicates of the form:

```
<crowd_RW>?<(crowd_answer)>?#(crowd_conditions).
```

The request for a task for crowd computing is identified by a crowd keyword (crowd_RW). The crowd_answer is an output from the crowd for each task represented by a variable and crowd_conditions are inputs or conditions when asking the crowd. For example, the following shows a query to the crowd in order to ask for a nice restaurant:

```
delicious?Answer)?question("Which restaurant do you recommend?")?, options("["Thai Sontaya", "Baan Thai", "Le Bangkok"]")
```

The question and options predicates are in the crowd’s conditions acting as parameters for sending queries to the open crowd. In our work, we define the relevant crowd’s conditions based on the common questions: what to ask; whom to answer; what the location is (i.e., providing scope); and when to receive the response. Below is a rule using a crowd predicate in a LogicCrowd program for recommending well-known restaurants.

```
recommend(Restaurant) :- thai(R), delicious?Restaurant)?[asktype("choice"), question("Which restaurant do you recommend?")?, options(R), askto("closed_friend"), locatedin("Bangkok"), expiry("2.0, 0.0")].
```

This rule can be interpreted as a Prolog rule in which the user decides on the goal to search for Thai restaurants. The first sub-goal, represented by `thai(R)`, will start with searching for Thai restaurants in the existing (local on-mobile) knowledge base via the process of machine computation. The result of the search will be taken as an input to the crowd query. The input will be next sent to the crowd in the second sub-goal in order to find out which restaurants in the list of Thai restaurants would be recommended by the crowd. In the crowd condition, the parameter pertaining to the question (“Which restaurant do you prefer?”), options, target addressess and their current locations, as well as the specific expiry time for returning the feedback are made explicit. Apart from recommending a place, we can have rules for ranking the commercial products to serve business demands as follows:

```
best_handBag(HandBag) :- brand(HandBag), bestHandBag?PopBag)?[asktype("choice"), question("Which is the most popular handBag")?, options(PopBag), askto("public"), expiry("@"), quciksort(PopBag, "@", bestHandBag).
```

The rule again shows the application of both machine and human computation in one single task. It starts with `brand(HandBag)`, searching for brands (of the handbags) in the knowledge base. Once the search succeeds and the relevant result comes up, such a result will be directly sent to the crowd, which will then reply to the question (“What is the most popular handbag?”). In this case, the symbol “@” will be used to allow the non-expiration period of time for that question. The system will return feedback from the crowd according to the time set by the users. After that, the system will rank the handbags (derived from crowd) in order of their popularity.

B. Extending Meta-Interpreter in LogicCrowd

The LogicCrowd meta-interpreter is presented in a simplified form as an extension of pure Prolog (in practice, we used tuProlog) which could be easily extended to accommodate calls to tuProlog [3] via built-in libraries. The LogicCrowd meta-interpreter is given as follows.

```
solve(true):- !.
solve(not(P)):- !, \solve(P).
solve(P) :- builtin(P), !, P.
solve(P, Body) :- !, solve(P), solve(Body).
solve(P) :- clause(P, Body), solve(Body).
solve(askcrowd(Result|Condition)) :- !, solvecond(Condition), checkcond(TypeQuestion, Question, Options, Askto, Locatedin, Expiry), askcrowd(Askcrowd, TypeQuestion, Question, Options, Askto, Locatedin, Expiry, QuestionID), registercallback(askcrowd(Result|Condition), [[], Result|Condition]), solvecond(Condition) :- Conditions, [!] [Head, Body], asserta(Head), solvecond(Body).
solvecond(TypeQuestion, Question, Options, Askto, Locatedin, Expiry) :- (asktype(A), !, TypeQuestion = A; set(TypeQuestion)), (question(B), !, Question = B; set(Question)), (options(O), !, Options = O; set(Options)), (askto(D), !, Askto = D; set(Askto)), (locatedin(E), !, Locatedin = E; set(Locatedin)), (expiry(F), !, Expiry = F; set(Expiry)).
solve(x):- X = 'null'.
```
In the previous sub-section (Section III A), the *crowd operators* “?” and “#” can be embedded into Prolog programs as a distinguished predicate, referring to crowd identity and crowd conditions. From the above rule, the solve/1 predicate represents a meta-interpreter for pure Prolog extended to evaluate goals with the crowd operators. This rule delegates evaluation of such goals to solvecond/1, checkcond/6, askcrowd/8 and registercallback/4 predicates:

solve(Askcrowd?Result?Condition):- !,
solvecond(Condition),
checkcond(TypeQuestion, Question, Options, Askto, Locatedin, Expiry),
askcrowd(Askcrowd, TypeQuestion, Question, Options, Askto, Locatedin, Expiry, QuestionID),
registercallback(QuestionID, TypeQuestion, Expiry, Result).

The solvecond/1 predicate represents a meta-interpreter for the crowd conditions. It will assert the new fact (the crowd conditions) which has been put at the beginning of the knowledge base.

solvecond([]):- !.
solvecond(Condition):- Condition =.. [H|[Head,Body]],
asserta(Head),
solvecond(Body).

As, the checkcond/6 predicate will bind the values of the crowd conditions to actual variables, and it will set “null” to variables in case that the fact is not in the knowledge base.

checkcond(TypeQuestion, Question, Options, Askto, Locatedin, Expiry):-
{asktype(A),! , TypeQuestion = A; set(TypeQuestion)},
{question(B),!, Question = B; set(Question)},
{options(C),!, Options = C; set(Options)},
{askto(D),!, Askto = D; set(Askto)},
{locatedin(E),!, Locatedin = E; set(Locatedin)},
{expiry(F),!, Expiry = F; set(Expiry)}.

set(X):- X = 'null'.

Regarding the askcrowd/8 predicate, it functions to connect to the crowd. The askcrowd/8 will pass the crowd conditions to a process outside of the main tuProlog thread; in our case, the particular social media network we currently use is Facebook⁴, though other social networking platforms can be integrated. The query is issued to the crowd (i.e., friends on Facebook) via the Mediator which is running on the Android platform (this will be explained further in Section IV) The registercallback/4 predicate is also bound to the crowd via Mediator. It functions (1) to register tasks (which have been sent to the crowd) and (2) to return the called results. After posting the task on the crowd (i.e., Facebook), this predicate will register the task and return all results from the crowd back to main program after the expiration time.

C. Synchronous/Asynchronous Execution

One of the most important issues about crowdsourcing is how to manage the answer(s) returned by the crowd. Because there may be a delay for the crowd to provide the answers via social media networking (such as Facebook), LogicCrowd has been designed to tackle this delay. First, the registercallback/4 predicate is designed for registering and handling the returned results from the crowd by using Mediator as noted in the previous sub-section. Second, two methods are used to execute the rules: synchronous and asynchronous executions.

In the synchronous operation, we implement LogicCrowd according to the standard Prolog program execution model, which is running sequentially without any parallel extensions; when LogicCrowd is executing a crowd predicate, the process or the evaluation will be suspended until the system receives the returned feedback from the crowd. We support this mechanism via a small extension to crowd predicate as the following form:

<crowd_KW>?<(crowd_answer)>#[syn, crowd_conditions].

The query was issued in the synchronous mode when we put the atom “syn” in the crowd’s conditions. For example, the list of restaurants in a particular area will be recommended through this goal comprising of two sub-goals that will be executed sequentially. After the first sub-goal querying restaurants in the local database, the result will be passed to the second sub-goal (crowd predicate). After receiving the list of restaurants, the crowd predicate will deliver this list and all conditions to ask for suggestions from the crowd. The system will then wait for a while before returning the results from the crowd.

recommend(Restaurant) :- findall(X, (thai(X), melbourne(X)), R), delicious?(Restaurant)#[syn, question("Which restaurant do you recommend?"), asktype("choice"), options(R), askto("friends"), expiry("2,0,0")].

Another more sophisticated example below further illustrates the process of synchronous execution. We add three more sub-goals that extend the above example. The aim of the main goal is to show the location of the best restaurant, that is the one chosen as the most popular restaurant by the crowd. The selectOne/2 predicate will not be invoked until the results from the crowd is returned, i.e. the crowd predicate suspends until results come back or until expiry (in the synchronous mode); in this case, it may take about two hours. After that, getLocation/2 and show/1 predicates will be executed respectively.

recommendOne: - findall(X, (thai(X), melbourne(X)), R), delicious?(Restaurant)#[syn, question("Which restaurant do you recommend?")], asktype("choice"), options(R), askto("friends"), expiry("2,0,0")].

In contrast, the asynchronous operation exploits the multi-threading capability available since LogicCrowd is built on top of tuProlog which integrates seamlessly with Java/Android. As a result, a new thread is created for each such asynchronous crowd predicate evaluation, to run independently. For asynchronous mode, we have a crowd predicate of the form:

<crowd_KW>?<(crowd_answer)>#[asyn, crowd_conditions].

The asynchronous execution takes place when we specify the atom “asyn” in the crowd’s conditions. In contrast to the synchronous operation, asynchronous processing enables methods to return immediately without blocking on the calling thread. It means that the crowd predicate is evaluated in the background, not blocking. As a result, the next sub-goal can be executed. The rule below illustrates an

⁴ http://www.facebook.com
asynchronous version of the recommendation example above.

```
recommend:- findall(X,(thai(X),melbourne(X)),R),
            delicious(_,R) #asyn,
            question("Which restaurant do you recommend?",
                      asctype("choice"), options(R), askto("friend"),
                      expiry([2,0,0])),
            doSomethingElse(A,B).
handle_crowd_answer(delicious,Restaurant,Location) :-
            getLocation(BestOne,Location).
```

This example appends doSomethingElse/2 predicate at the end of the goal. This predicate is executed without waiting for results to come back from the crowd. In the asynchronous operation, the programmer needs to provide a rule that will be invoked when results come back from the crowd, namely, handle_crowd_answer/3, in order to receive the results and do further processing with the crowd’s answer. A predicate of exactly this name must be used since this will be recognized by the system. As found in the example above, handle_crowd_answer/3 is written to show the location of the best restaurant which gets the top score from crowd’s vote for the query delicious.

IV. LOGICCROWD ARCHITECTURE

LogicCrowd is a declarative programming paradigm for the mobile platform which is designed to combine conventional machine computation and the power of the crowd in social media networks. Currently, we have built an initial prototype implementation of LogicCrowd by designing and executing it on the Android platform. The prototype integrates tuProlog with Android via our own custom-built Java program called a Mediator. The corresponding high-level architecture of the prototype system is described in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. A LogicCrowd prototype architecture.](image)

Our prototype implementation comprises three main components: (i) a Prolog system (i.e., tuProlog, running on Android), which contains the LogicCrowd interpreter and a knowledge base of the user profile and relevant information; (ii) Social API which is a software protocol to interact with the social media network; and (iii) a mediator between Prolog and Social API which is to (1) execute crowd queries, (2) register the issued tasks/queries, and (3) handle the results from the crowd.

The execution process of LogicCrowd is as follows: the mobile user sets up goals (in rules, or a LogicCrowd program) which can query either the local facts database (i.e., conventional machine query) or the crowd. If the execution starts on the conventional machine query, it interacts synchronously with the knowledge base and returns the solutions to the main goal and/or continues to the next sub-goal(s). As mentioned, the crowd predicates with conditions will be executed via the Mediator using the “askcrowd” method to send those conditions to the social media network, and the task will be registered by the “registercallback” method. During this step, there may be a time lag due to waiting for the return of feedback from the crowd. The answer from the crowd will be managed through the “resulthandler” method in order to display to the mobile user results, or to return the results by instantiating Prolog variables. Figure 2 illustrates the sequence diagram of LogicCrowd in the synchronous operation.

![Figure 2. A sequence diagram for synchronous mode.](image)

The asynchronous operation mode is illustrated in Figure 3. The request for tasks can be run in parallel by creating a new thread containing an instance of the Prolog engine; hence, each such goal is executed without delay in waiting for the results from crowd. In Figure 3, the process is similar to that in the synchronous mode, but the difference happens after calling the “registercallback” method. A background thread has been created to wait for the returned results from the crowd, so that the original thread continues to execute, i.e., in the meantime, if there are further sub-goals, they will be executed simultaneously without being blocked by an incomplete processing of a crowd predicate. After the return of the results from the crowd, a corresponding handle_crowd_answer/3 rule will then be executed.
for doing further processing with the crowd’s result or simply displaying the results to the user.

Figure 3. A sequence diagram for asynchronous mode.

V. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND SCENAROS

In this section, our implementation is illustrated via scenarios. As mentioned, we extended a meta-interpreter of pure Prolog and created our own Java built-in library called the Mediator between Prolog and social networks. In our case, tuProlog, which is an open-source and a light-weight Prolog framework, has been deployed, as previously stated, since it can be used with Android. Meanwhile, Facebook has been selected for a data-centric crowd computation in our application. API-based solutions for accessing social media platforms are also used. In the LogicCrowd framework, the features of the Facebook Graph API have been used (e.g., to create a new question and then to obtain several comments and answers to the question). Figure 4 shows screenshots of the LogicCrowd application. To start the prototype, the user must log on to LogicCrowd via his/her Facebook account as shown in Figure 4(a). The LogicCrowd’s home screen display is shown in Figure 4(b), that is waiting for a user query/command and the result would be shown in the textbox “Solution”. To execute the query/command, the relevant theories must be first loaded into the database theory, done by the user creating a new theory or by importing an existing theory as illustrated in Figure 4(c).

We illustrate the application of our prototype in a real world scenario derived from our motivating example. Consider a mobile user who plans to go out for dinner with family after work. This person has specific requirements concerning the location and type of the restaurant. Here, we assume that the user’s particular location and a list of restaurants in any area would be obtained and stored in the local on-mobile knowledge base via GPS and other third party applications, though in practice, Internet queries to online services can be also be used to obtain such information. The user’s profile and relevant information are held in Prolog form is shown in listing 1.

![Image](image-url)

Figure 4. Screenshots of LogicCrowd application.

Listing 1. The knowledge base in Prolog format.

```
recommend(Restaurant) :- findall(X, (thai(X), melbourne(X)), R),
delicious?(Restaurant)\$\{syn, question("Which restaurant do you recommend?")\},
asktype("choice"), options(R), askto("friend"), expiry("3, 0, 0")\}.
```

The aim of the goal is to request a recommendation of restaurants on the basis of the restricted conditions that only ‘Thai restaurants in Melbourne’ are included. In this rule, a crowd predicate is one sub-goal of the main goal. It means that the user would like to ask the crowd by sending the query with conditions as follows:

- Operation: syn (synchronous version).
- Question: Which restaurant do you recommend?
- Type of Question: Multiple choice.
- Options:
  1) Le Bangkok
  2) Thai Sontaya
  3) Baan Thai
- Ask to: Friend.
- Expiry: In 3 hours.

After executing the crowd sub-goal, the question with the above conditions then appears on Facebook as illustrated in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). A while later, several Facebook friends answer the question by voting the restaurant(s) they have found preferable. Within three hours, i.e. the expiry time, the result is returned back to LogicCrowd. The system then returns the results to the main goal. Figure 5(c) displays the result consisting of a list of the restaurants and the scores of the restaurants as voted by the crowd.
In this example running on synchronous mode, the crowd predicate is executed sequentially without any parallel extensions. The process will be suspended until the system receives the answers from the crowd. The results show that “Thai Sontaya” has 20 votes, “Le Bangkok” has 15 votes and “Baan Thai” has 13 votes.

Figure 5. Sending a restaurant selection request to Facebook and showing the results.

The second scenario invoking mobile crowdsourcing is about ranking products. This example can be applied in retail, e.g., in the research marketing field that determines how to market products. The following rule aims to rank popular handbags by aggregating the power of human and machine computation.

```
best_handbag:- findall(X, brand(X), Handbag),
storehandbag('[{\text{mac}, \text{ag}, \text{as}}, {\text{mac}, \text{ag}, \text{as}}]' ),
question("What is the most popular handbag?"),
options(Handbag), asktolist('public', expiry(5,0,0)),
handle_crowd_answer(best_handbag,CrowdResult,Bestbag).
```

We give the second scenario in asynchronous mode. First, all brands of the handbag, collected from inside a knowledge base, are put into the list, in the ‘Handbag’ variable. Then, the crowd predicate is called as the open predicate to the public; it means that the user would like to create the task and send that to the crowd. The conditions in the query would be explained as follows:

- Operation: asyn (asynchronous version).
- Question: Which is the most popular handbag?
- Type of Question: Multiple choices.
- Options: as in the list contained in the Handbag Variable.
- Ask to: Public.
- Expiry: 5 hours.

After executing the crowd sub-goal shown in Figure 6(a), the question with these conditions then appears on Facebook as illustrated in Figure 6(b). With asynchronous operation, if there are goals after the crowd predicate, these goals can execute without delay in waiting for the results from the crowd. After a while, several Facebook friends are supposed to answer the request by voting for the product(s) they have used or found preferable. Within five hours, on expiry, the result is returned to LogicCrowd. Then, the handle_crowd_answer/3 predicate would be automatically executed. In this scenario, handle_crowd_answer/3 is programmed to sort the list of handbags in order by the highest to lowest voting score. Figure 6(c) displays the final results consisting of a list of the products and the scores of the handbag brands as voted by the crowd – note that the display can, of course, be pretty-formatted depending on the user.

Finally, we show a more complex LogicCrowd application. It shows how LogicCrowd works in both synchronous and asynchronous mode put into one program. The following rule aims to find the top ranked attractive-tourist places to visit in Bangkok, Thailand, and to find the name of the place via its photo.

```
asktocrowd(Name):-
findall(Place, thailand(Place,bangkok), Attractive_places),
selectTop(1, Attractive_places,MostPopPlace),
askto('friend', expiry(3,0,0)),
picture(MostPopPlace, jpgfile),
handle_crowd_answer(placetogo, CrowdResult, Bestbag):-
quicksort(CrowdResult, '@>', PlaceList),
picture(MostPopPlace,jpgfile),
askto('friend', expiry(3,0,0)).
```

The asktocrowd/1 rule has a goal to ask the crowd for recommendations on the attractive places to visit, i.e. the crowd predicate identified using the crowd keyword “placetogo” is called as the open predicate to the social media network. Places get votes from the crowd, and the results are placed in a list. The conditions in the query would be explained as follows:

- Operation: asyn (asynchronous version).
- Question: Where is a must-visit place in Bangkok for holiday?
- Type of Question: Multiple choices.
- Options: as in the list contained in the Attractive_places variable.
- Ask to: Public.
- Expiry: 24 hours.

Asynchronous execution is used in this sub-goal. The handle_crowd_answer/3 predicate is automatically executed by the system after the results are returned. In this case, the top place in the list from the crowd results (instantiated in CrowdResult) is selected within the handle_crowd_answer/3 predicate. Then, the photo (or
its filename) for this place is retrieved via the photo/2 predicate (assuming a database). The next sub-goal aims to ask the crowd for obtaining the name of the place in the posted photo, using the synchronous mode. The crowd predicate with crowd keyword “place” is called as the open predicate to the public. The conditions in the query would be explained as follows.

- Operation: syn (synchronous version).
- Question: What is the name of the place in this picture?
- Type of Question: Photo.
- Photo: a.jpg. // suppose this is jpgfile
- Ask to: Friend.
- Expiry: 3 hours.

With synchronous operation, the process would be blocked until the crowd’s feedback has been returned to LogicCrowd (in this sub-goal taking up to 3 hours).

In another variant of the example, consider two goals, one to get the top three places and another to get the name of a place given a photo (e.g., “a.jpg”).

\[
\text{asktocrowd}(\text{Name}) := \\
\text{findall}([\text{Place, thailand(Place, bangkok)}], \text{Attractive_places}), \\
\text{placetogo?(_)}\{\text{syn, asctype(’choice’), question(’Where is a must-visit place in Bangkok for holiday?’)}\}, \\
\text{options(Attractive_places), askto(’public’), expiry(24, 0, 0)}. \\
\text{place}(\text{Name})\{\text{syn, asctype(’photo’), question(’Where is the place?’)}\}, \\
\text{picture(’a.jpg’), askto(’friend’), expiry(3, 0, 0)}. \\
\text{handle_crowd_answer}(\text{placetogo}, \text{CrowdResult, PopPlace}) := \\
\text{selectTop(3, PlaceList, PopPlaces)}. \\
\]

In Figure 7(a), executing the main goal is shown. We can see from this scenario that the results in the second (syn) sub-goal will be received prior to the first (asyn) sub-goal. The result is shown in Figure 7(b). After 21 hours, the results of the request in the first sub-goal is returned showing the top three attractive places, as in Figure 7(c).

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented LogicCrowd, a logic-programming language for declarative mobile crowdsourcing. LogicCrowd offers a practical and principled approach for opening query evaluation to involve the crowd, and so, integrating crowd solutions with conventional machine computation. LogicCrowd basically extends the meta-interpreter of pure Prolog via Java built-ins. Due to these extensions; mobile users are able to program their own goals/rules in order to connect to (1) the crowd and (2) to available context resources such as mobile sensors, all in one language.

In our framework, we exploit social platforms for LogicCrowd to provide seamless access to broad sets of people, enabling the crowd to eventually receive good responses. Either with individual/public relationships or short/long-term relationships with crowds, the social media network might motivate people to provide relevant responses and at the same time improve the quality of results provided by them. Experiments with LogicCrowd prototype on social media (Facebook) demonstrated that logic-based programming can achieve effective crowdsourcing.
In future work, we will continue to create a larger variety of human crowd tasks/queries, such as comparing between pictures and answering incomplete data, and to use other social networks (Google+, etc). Also, we will attempt to extend LogicCrowd to query sensors with WiFi or Bluetooth interfaces that allow mobile-to-mobile connections in particular areas, enabling a mobile version of LogicPeer [31].
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